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DISCOVER BENEFITS
OF THE CULTURE TUB

CULTURE TUB
CULTIVATION INSERT

https://terra-flower-tower.com


CULTIVATION INSERT CULTURE TUB

What and how?

Check what you can gain:

It is a special plant container, which makes it possible to change
plantings without disassembling the decoration – fast and 
without any complicated works.

Culture Tub is equipped with an overflow hole system,
preventing rotting of plants due to excess water,

(for example after heavy rain).

Change of plantings without dismantling
the whole construction!

The hanging Flower Tower stays on a lamp. Just 
change a culture tub for new one, full of flowers

NO DAMAGE TO THE CONTAINER2.

Less operating hours for assembly
and disassembly of plantings

SAVE WORKING TIME1.

HANGING FLOWER TOWER W800/1

WITH CULTURE 
TUB YOU WILL 

PLANT A STREET 
LAMP IN

60 SECONDS!



Double wall are an insulator - the soil in the container
does not heat up so quickly

BETTER GROWING CONDITIONS FOR 
PLANTS AND THEIR BEAUTIFUL LOOK

6.

While changing the insert, you do not have to 
disassembly the whole container and store it. 

Just change the planted insert

NO CONTAINER STORAGE 4.

Possible damage while planting can happen only
to the insert, which is much cheaper than

the hanging Flower Tower itself

SAVING ON SERVICE 5.

Changing the flowering takes a few moments, 
the flowers in the new insert are

in full bloom right away

IMMEDIATE VISUAL
EFFECT

3.

CULTIVATION INSERT CULTURE TUB

Culture Tub is made of polypropylene - a material extremely resistant to any damage,
and at the same time ecological, because obtained through recycling. It’s an idea for
building the image of an environmentally friendly city.

NO NEEDTO DISASSEMBLY THE CONTAINER ALL YEAR
ROUND

CHANGING OF PLANTINGS 
HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!



Will you choose pansies or daisies?
Remember that spring plantings start

already in March!

After the flowering period of spring 
specimens, remove the insert with plants
and replace it with a previously 
prepared summer composition Surfinia 
and geranium are a sure choice for your 

city.

FIND OUT HOW SIMPLE IT IS

Spring Flowers1. 2. Summer Flowers



In autumn, street lamps in your city can also
flourish ... and in a blink of an eye! In this 
period of the year replace the insert with fading 
summer plants with a previously prepared 

heather insert.

Remember that in winter you do not have to disassemble the 
hanging Flower Towers. All you need to do is cover them with 
a Christmas Spruce Cover. You gain a Christmas decoration, 
and at the same time, you protect the container, saving costs 

and space for its traditional storage.

more info:
www.terrachristmas.com

3. 4.Autumn planting Winter time

https://terrachristmas.com/


CULTURE TUB MODELS

(...) Their construction takes into account the needs of plants, allows 
drainage of water excess and accumulating it during rainless periods of 

time - comparing to ordinary containers fixed on
street lamps, differences are particularly noticeable in terms of

watering. Thanks to the double bottom system, flowers have an access 
to water and thanks to it, they bloom longer, creating a colorful 

scenery. Easy assembly and disassembly of Culture Tubs is also the 
thing of a great importance to us.

Anna Sochacka, deputy mayor of Siedlce (2010 - 2014)

Culture Tub
for W600 Flower Towers

Culture Tub
for W800 Flower Towers



Hanging Flower Tower W800/1 + Cultivation Insert Culture Tub
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